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BACKGROUND
For people recovering in Alcoholics

Anonymous, or for other sober alcoholics con
fronted with renewed possibilites of establish
ing primary relationships, the primary social
milieu is that of other sober alcoholics. The
possiblity ofone partner drinking is omni-pre
sent. Further, there are· common problems
each partner faces, alone and together. Do
such relationships stand a reasonable chance
of survival? What are the specific problems
and dangers facing them? What are the posi
tive aspects of such relationships? Are there
any patterns that emerge from these relation
ships?

Requiring maturity, at best, marriage is de
manding on two healthy individuals who are
groWth- and goal-oriented. When one or both
partners are suffering psychological problems
or other serious problems, the demands may
become severe. It is a tragic fact that alcohol
abuse and a satisfyingmarriage are incompat
ible and mutually exclusive (AI-Anon, 1966). It
is also a tragic fact that many marriages are ir
retrievably broken by the havoc alcoholism
visits on the relationship, even when the al
coholic makes a recovery. Some relationships
survive, but many end in divorce. In these
cases, the abstinent alcoholic becomes free to
begin a new relationship. A great number do
re-marry, often with other abstinent alcoholics.

Approximately 95% of the population will
have married at least once at some time in
their lives. Of the general population, there are
between 9 and 10 million alcoholics
(Schroeder, 1980). Since alsoholics tend to
marry at least as frequently as the general
population, and are four to eight times as likely
to divorce and re-marry, the number of double
alcoholic marriages is increasing rapidly
(Paolino et ai, 1978).

THE ALCOHOLIC PERSONALITY
Alcoholics, generally speaking, are people

with a great deal of charisma, attractive, intelli
gent, and sensitive. They ofen have high ide
als and goals which they seem unable to attain
in daily living. They are people with intense,
but brief enthusiasms. They tend to demand

perfection in themselves and others. They try
to do too much too fast, and when frustrated,
may become highly aggressive or very de
pressed. They experience a lack of inner sta
bility with which to face liVing probl~ms in a
realistic manner. All active alcoholics show
marked dependency, most notably, by their
unwillingness to face up to the results of their
uncontrolled drinking. They also lean on
others, usually the spouse, to get problems
solved (AI Anon, 1966). Contrary to their
marked dependency, alcoholics appear out
wardly dominant. They tend to be inwardly in
secure. Their dependency engenders a need
to control the significant others in their lives.
Being excessively anxious, gUilt-ridden, and
abnormally angry, they alternately cling to and
punish the partner.

Although many characteristics are shared
between men and women alcoholics, there are
some notable differences. There is good evi
dence that women alcoholics are more likely
than men to have depressive episodes and/or
attempt suicide; to have an alcoholic parent; to
marry a problem drinker, and to develop al
coholism is response to a definite, stressful,
traumatic life event or crisis (Gomberg, 1979).
Women use alcohol less often than men to al
leviate anxiety. Both women and men show
the highest proportion of heavy drinkers in the
45-49 age group, but women have another
peak at ages 21-24, which is due to dating and
mate-seeking behaviors. Women tend to drink
more from social environment stresses and
low self-esteem, both from within the family
and/or from a women's role and lack of status
in the community. Women alcoholics may be
divided into early onset in the late teens and
early 20's and late-onset in the 30's and 40's.
Women are more often divorced or separated
when seen for treatment, and more frequently
drink alone. Women are fre.quently "rescuers"
in their relationships with alcoholic partners,
since they are socialized in thS'role of nurturer.
Female alcoholics have less to lose occupa~

tionally, but more to lose on a personal level.
They suffer much more in terms of the double
standard, since their downward mobility is
often marked by the lower occupational level
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and status of their male friends. Inhibitions are
loosened with the anestheticeffectsof alCOhotit

and the result is much guilt and lowself,.e$~

teem, causing many difficulties in the recovery
stages. .',>

THE ALCOHOLIC HUSBAND
Men are more often anti-social, SOCi~a~,

punitive. abusive and downwardly •...~
when drinking. Men tend to remain onalow
level occupationally for some time wtum~~
ginning sobriety, and the climbupwardm~re
surne slowly. The end status will generaliy'be
considerably lower than would have occurred
without the alcoholism disease. Menarear~
rested more often than women, and dr!nktor
more generalized reasons. They drinktO"te
Iieve anxiety (translated "pressure").· ·They
drink more often publically and perhapspbt3~

cause of their public visibility andoccupEltiQrtal
requirements,. accept treatment more·.eastly
than women. Men tend to be, or remain; ,rnm:.
ried at the time of seeking treatment. TheYaet
often as "enablers" for their alcoholicpartners,
in that they tend to cover up for a drunken'wtfe,
andusuallyseekto ~protect"her andthefamily
image. Thus, they prolong the time befo~a

wife seeks treatment. This delay oftendS
the relationship, since the man does not nHl'j
to depend on his wife financially for sUpport.
Wives tend to be more long-sufferingwitb~r

alcoholic husbands, for financial reasons
among others.

Spouses of alcoholics are often referred,to
as co-alcoholics, developing parallElI
symptoms in order to maintain and sustainthEl
sick relationship. Thse are the "enaqters",
since they demonstrate having a stakeiJ't'the
status.quo. Several models of. alcohoJicmar
riages have been formulateday often~nc.ts,tf1e

relationship, since the man does notnHl'j<to
depend on his wife financially for .~.
Wives tend to be more 10ng~sufferingWlt",~r

alcoholic husbands, for financial reaSons
among others.

Spouses of alcoholics are often referred to
as co-alCOholics, developing parallel
symptoms in order to maintain and sustain the
sick relationship. These are the "enablers",
since they demonstrate having a stake in the
Status~quo. several models of alcoholic mar
riages have been formulated to explain this.

The Disturbed Personality Hypothesis,
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b~'onFteudian concepts, explains that the
~lehas a need to suffer, as does the
S~e. They receive gratification from the
PS¥~~k;Il~d/or physical pain they cause each
ot~.'("'tiISis not a unique feature of the al
~marriage, but occurs to a significantly
/1~'~ree. Sexual conflicts play an impor
tant':irole in these marriages, as do sado
~iStic tendencies. Freud believed that
thetewas a certain amount of sexual pleasure
derived from all acts of aggression, no matter
how •cruel they might appear to' be; ·and
lif(ewise, there was always some aggression
involved in sexual events, no matternow affec
tionatesuch events appeared. A·person who
experienced fixation at the oral stage, accord
ingto Freud, may manifest this in "oral" ac
tivitiesthat cause such problems as al
coholism, excessive dependency, overeating,
smOking, and so on. Many alcoholics who
make a recovery than develop problems with
overeating, which results in membership in
Weight control programs.

For most, if not fOr all people,'being married
tO'analcoholicis in itself a symptom, andthu$
the .marriage is comprised of defense
mechanisms. The spouses are struggling with
unresolved conflicts. DPH proponents believe
that just as there is a psychological reason for
the alcoholic to misuse or abuse alcohol, so
there is a similar mental process that leadsto a
perSon to marry an alcoholic and be unable to
teawthatperson, as well as contributing to the
partner'safcoholic part of the marriage. That
this is so can be seen by the "enablers" and
"rescuers" populating the alcoholic communi-
ty.

THESADO-MASCHIST BOND
In a doUble alcoholic marriages a weak per

SOR'rntily be dragged into a marriage with an
aggressive' partner. Sadom8$OChism'may
t~'beplayed out to each partner'scont8m.
Many people who appear afraid of the idea of
not being masters of their own fate, or who
shout to the world that they, indeed, are their
own masters, often have a hiddendesire to be
mastered. Some do not even hide suCh;teeI~

ings, and rnaybe conscious of them. BQthpart
ners have elected to play the martyrroleiand
they stay. in an painful marriage b$Ca\;lselt
satiSfies them, A normal person wouldRetr.
main in such a situation for very long. Thistul'll"'
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ing against self fulfills an unconscious need for
punishment (Paolino & McCrad, 1977; 36).

Certain types of women are attracted to the
alcoholic man and marry him hoping to find an
answer to unconscious needs. These are in
secure women who are confused about their
own sexuality. These women choose an al
coholic husband who will not only be depen
dent on them, but will behave in a way that will
enable the wives to play the martyr. These
women have a need to be punitive.

Men are either very passive, or highly ag
gressive in a direct and open manner. The al
coholic husband ranking high on the
psychopathic deviate scale of the Minnesota
Multi-Phasic Personality Inventory (MMPI)
tend to choose an insecure, love-starved, sub
missive wife to manipulate, and among the
newly dry, there are plenty to fill the role. These
men tend to be "repeaters"; that is to say, if
they divorce, they tend to re-marry people with
similar characteristics. The passive male al
coholic tends to marry aggressive, bright
women who will take care of him, "rescue" him,
and "mother" him. The man alternately loves
and punishes the "mother" image.

The passive women, usually daughters of
alcoholics, seek to prolong, symbolically, the
relationship they had with their fathers. These
women tend to repeat their mistakes in mar
riage, until insight and growth occur.

The Individual Behavior Model of the al
coholic marriage is based on the belief that de
terioration in family relationships occurs as a
consequence of alcoholism in one family
member, and that improvement will occur
when the drinkerbecomes abstinent (Oxford &
Edwards, 1977). The alcoholism is seen as the
source of stress with which the family must
cope. Yet the spouses of alcoholic partners
show no change in terms of affection and des
criptions of the now sober partner. The un
favorability of opinions and descriptions ap
pears to be ongoing and stable, no matter how
much the alcoholic changes or improves. The
alcoholic becomes sober, and after a year or
two of sobriety and personal growth, a divorce
occurs.

It was discovered through testing that both
husbands and wives considered alcoholic
sober husbands less than ideally dominant
and less than ideally affectionate when sober.
When drinking, the husband was more domin-
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ant but even less affectionate. Many of the
husbands seem to have achieved an in
creased level of assertiveness at the same as
the "ideal" level of dominance previously ch0
sen by the spouses. Dependence or domi
nance of spouses is an important issue for al
coholic marriage populations. As long as a dis
crepancy exists between partners in their per
ception of dominace roles in the marriage,
there will be friction which could trigger the
drinking of one or both spouses. When a re
lationship is distorted by an unbalanced de
pendence, or by suspicion, excessive de
mands and expectations, or hostility, these
flaws dry up the communication that is the life
blood of a good marriage (AI Anon, 1971).

This becomes particularly important when
two abstinent alcoholics marry. Should one of
the partners resume drinking and the sick be
havior habits of dependency with all the con
commitant side effects, the healthy partner
must stand ready to walk off the scene, or be
forced into the roles of "rescuer" and "perse
cutor", ending up in therapy at best, and in re
sumption of alcoholic drinking at ,worst. If not
again arrested, this disease results in insanity
or death. Within AA, alcoholics are taught and
accept the value of not promising sobriety
forever, butonly for "today". Knowing this ever
present possiblity of resumption of drinking,
those courting must evaluatecarefully thepos
sibility of losing a partner to the bottle. This is a
far riskier decision than normal couples must
make in terms of whetherto marryor not. In the
one-alcoholic marriage, the spouse, given cer
tain characteristics, can become a valuable
ally in aiding the recovery of the sick partner.
However, in the double-alcoholic marriage,
this must be weighed against the stress and
the ability of the spouse to remain sober while
the other has resumed drinking.

NEWCOMERS OFF LIMITS
People in AA quickly discover the unwritten

"rule" that newcomers are "o~ limits" in terms
of romantic affairs. How well this is observed
by other members is often a ruie of thumb in
judging recovery. Hundreds of alcoholics with
practical experience in this matter have
passed along their experience in what could
be called a"folk-legend" manner. New-corners
are regarded as having the primary task of ab
stinence at hand, while still carrying some very



t:P.f(i~I5RS& HANDSHAKERS
...lll;~e.ickor active alcoholic marriage(silTli
llilritycan QaUS8 big problems.lnt.,ar~~8:"f

s~es, where both partners~~~\~~
sirJ'li~~escanbevery importantv~l~.!~r
Iillastlng,satisfying marriage. "Hugge($~Iilf8

Warm, demonstrative people, people who
tOIJChother people a lot. "Hand-shakers".~e
those WhO do'not touch or desire to be touched
vF#rymuCh. If a "hugger" marries a "hand
shaker", the hugger will feel closed out and,re
jeeted, experiencing a feeling ofsensorydepri
vation, while the hand-shaker will .. ,f~F#1
srnoth~red. If two huggers marry,theyWiI!~tQ
be~tisfied, as will two hand-shakers,in~~
of .amount of personal and emotional clos.~-
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one po/tiOf]l o"alcoholic recovery: that of find
ingrt~}1~J.ld$that value sobriety instead of
thEl~~~ialgroup thatmay just tolerate
it.11l1i~r;yiEl\lVs ,with recovered alcoholics, it

. that a majority had felt the lack
of IS. ..•........ ce and self-esteem, which
h~.thejrinterpersonal and social skills
effg'~~KAlcotlOI had been theircrutQh t
the;di~fil')fort of social situations,an
tQem,to.fHnetion with apparent eas$lNhil,
drinking. After sobriety and abstinence b~ns,
thaseteelings surface anew. l1lerefo~,. a
vvQGla.,neVl setof cognitions, a newpe~~ptu~1

~~!tt'!mIstbe developed. The wayin~hi~
m~se;~ple think about cause-ande~ra"
l(lti~i~and attribute meaning andotdart9
t~airll\l~(;J~must undergo change. AAi~ .~~
t9yf~ilit$le these changes, resulting in 'the
1il(;J~~onof a new set of "attributionS"r$9~~
If!9;theqeyelopment of and recovery frorn al,.
~~l1't Primarily, when a person turns to
~,$Ihe may seek and obtain more infQrma
tj()nthat can .lead to abstinence. A member,
~l') experience "consensus" about the "con
sistent" and "unique" effects of alcohol
(BeCkman, 1980). Common ground is shared,
~nda new identification of self as part of a
~m~nity replaces the old isolation in the
pe~ptlJal field of the individual. The person
can /ilUribute the past to the effects of /ilICOhql
or to the disease of alcoholism, relieving the
guilt of personal responsibility. Low social es
t$Eimanct negative effect are also answered in
~e.~¢qmmunity. In terms of a plan for living
aqdways to cope with liVing problems, a com
mQn ground is shared.

THE SOBRIETY SOCIETY
Assortative mating is in part attributable to
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sick dependency behaviors.l11eya~e consId
ered unstable, andarern>t$~~to. be
adept at coping with th~irli"i"lPtc~ .• for
the first year. Also, manYP$()p~.Jf]lAAteeog-
nize that the~e a~e still so Ie
who have been "dry" fora lW....., .. >. $qr
years, but have made liUle~f1'~JtatiQp~if]lg
their living patterns. TheSesickOm;l$~~
times preyon newcomerswhoa~evef:Y~
for love, approval, and.acceptance;;bPt·!~~,!
ally, ,are spotted by the morestable~
and told to "back-off". A dry alcoholiC;if.t~.~

sick person, unless that person hashad;a~~
growth and/or therapy, andhaf.ti
through the basic causes of the al¢qlloftQ.
lem.

In the cases where a male with ~~*,i~
tendencies has married a hY~~rm~

female, both partners are dePendelilt.~e

"helpless" partner is the one whotd~tq.~l~

someone to lean'on. Thesociopattl~.t.(>
dePend on society. But it is stilJa'~
pendency problem. Wherever tllereisde~n~
dency, there is a need to control. WhenaP$!'-:
son has worked out and away from this4~",

dency, there is no longer any needto~f(~'
In the healthy marriages, the couplet.tsPfJ'~

much about independence and f~eedQfl'ltpF~

wholly themselves, while the spouse is~pt7
ing and encouraging of this asp$Ct. The~.@I;e
people who are quite permissive witt:tc;~.

partners, and have no need to manipulate.or
control.

The Kurtines (1978) stUdy measurest!le
progress of three groups: newly recovef$C\'~~

coholics with at least 3 weeks but.le~;.tp~ttt~

monthsof abstinence; long-term r~~f1;~~!"
cohOtics with a minimum of 4 yearsof~ti~
ous sobriety; and a control groupo"nOf;'l~

cohotics. The newly recoveredalcohc>liQs'''''~fe

depressed, impulsive, poorly .. adju~;.\~d
strong antisocial tendencies, and scqred . .
on social maturity than the 10ng-tef'l"Q\ ..'
alcoholics or the controls. The short term al
cohOlics exhibted a sense of interpersonal iFi
adequacy, low self-esteem and feeling ofself
blame. The long-term recove~eda~li~

showed abetter level ofadjustmentthaf;'l'shQ(fr
term alcoholics, but a lower level than the con"
trois.
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ness given and received. It is easy to mistake a
hand-shaker for a hugger during courtship;
conversely, one might mistake shyness for a
less demonstrative type, and when shyness is
overcome with familiarity, end up with a hug
ger.

THE DIVORCERS
Many interviews with alcoholics of both

sexes indicate incomplete socialization in
terms of sex roles during childhood, or rejec
tion of the societally imposed roles. Until much
of this has been "worked through", alcoholics
will tend to repeat their mistakes in the area of
interpersonal relationships with a high inci
dence of divorce. Wives of alcoholics are more
likely than other women to be daughters or ex
wives of alcoholics. Repeaters, defined as
those who developed a second marriage re
lationship with an alcoholic through marriage,
are overly represented in the group currently
married to alcoholics, with approximately half
being daughters of alcoholics and the other
half having been previously married to an al
coholic (Nici, 1979). The conclusion of multi
generational study of the alcoholic family sys
tem stated that "while the actors may have
changed from grandfather to father to husband
to mother to son, the roles and situations have
remained exactly the same." (Julius & Papp,
1979) With alcohol assuming the central posi
tion in a family's social, cultural, emotional and
physical life, it functions as the central organiz
ing principle in what can be called an alcoholic
family.

Perhaps no other group of people so consis
tently fails to learn from the pain of past mis
takes than alcoholics. Doomed to repeat drink
ing until such times as the deadly spiral is bro
ken, alcoholics often repeat failure patterns in
marital relationships, also. Until this pattern is
broken, the same denial processes are at
work; "This one is different." is the thinking.
DRY DRUNKS

When an abstinent alcoholic has problems
with reversion into the negative behavior pat
terns of the past, there is strain for abstinent al
coholic spouse. Lapses of regression in
growth are referred to as "dry drunks", in which
the person experiences all the negative feel
ings as though they were drinking, and retreats
into isolation once again; but has not yet
picked up a drink. However, drinking is only a
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matter of time, opportunity and excuse.
The iminence of this danager leaves the

spouse with many emotions that are difficult to
handle, not the least of which is fear: fear of
losing emotional security, financial security,
and ultimately, the loss of the loved one. Even
though a common problem is shared, and a
common program for recovery is lived, a per
son on a dry drunk begins thinking and living in
a manner diametrically opposed to the condi
tions necessary for sobriety and peace of
mind. The divergence causes a chasm be
tween the married couple that is almost un
bridgeable. Communication is distorted or cut
off. If the couple is to weather the storm, the st
able partner must be capable of standing
alone, and for the time being, independently
detaching with love, without rancor, from what
the dry-drunk partner says or does. This is the
double jeopardy in the double-alcoholic mar
riage. Unless such strength is found, the
spouse will also resume drinking or become a
patient in therapy.

DATING SOBRIETY SOCIETY
When boy meets girl at an AA meeting, they

have instant knowledge of each other. They
tell each other things they wouldn't tell their
own mothers. This openness in meetings is
one of the cornerstones of recovery. However,
this instant raport is a deceptive, considering
the fact that most alcoholics are love-starved
and insecure. They date a short while, and
early passion takes over. They call this love,
and being impulsive, the temptation is to run
off and marry immediately, before anything is
spoiled or before the significant other "gets
away". This sort of marriage has little chance
of survival.

INCREASING THE ODDS
Some double-alcoholic marriages have the

possibility of being among the best of any mar
riages today. The common background of the
AA program, spiritual development, and their
shared sufferings as modern-day "lepers" ...
(alcoholics), can often enhance their mar
riages. The TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE
TRADITIONS book of AA states that "it is only
where love follows at first sight, that difficulties
may develop. The prospective partners need
to be solid AA's and long enough acquainted to
know that their compatibility at spiritual, men-
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tal, and emotional levels is a fact and not wish7
ful thinking. They need to be as sure as possi
ble that no deep-lying emotional handicap in
either will be likely to rise up under laterpres
sures to cripple them." Given aIPftleda.t1gers
and the slim prospects that both people have
all the requisites, it would be wise for al
coholics to proceed very slowly and cautiqUEfIY
in this area, carefully evaluatingthe\$(J~"~

the partner, and trying to eliminate asf'A'el1y
causes for failure as possible. Since somucn
hinges on the mental and emotionalwell-beil19
of each partner, the couple shouldgefprtf.
marital counseling. There is ar8$~~bte

chances for success for those whocarefUMy
prepare for such a committment.

SChroeder (1980) describes five phase$or
stages, that relationships can pass'through.
The. first stage is a dream world stage,WheJ'e
the mind only sees the positive aspeet$oflhe
other person, or what it wants or likes to see.
From this "honey-moon" stage, therelation
ship passes into a disillusionment s1aQ8,
where the individual begins to focuson~~is
not liked in the other person, andbegif'llJf~~"
ing that the otherperson ishuman,With~~
and flaws. When the individualgetsto~~nt
of disillusionment, slhe often leavesthar.
lationship in panic. The person whost~¥~',El$

older people tend to do, finds thethirQSc~'

called the misery stage. This iswhere>OI:'\e''''
gins to feel miserable and trappedii'l the're
lationship. The relationship bogs down and
gets stuck. At the end of this staqe;~

people know that they are miserablear'ldtha,t
the relationship is in trouble. In term'it
might last up to thirty years. peopleteget'
out of relationships at the stage ofmiserytA
person gets who out at this stage, often retums '
to the dream world stage with sorn~,n~~~~.

Then the process repeats itself,.0tteft·~"a
couple of years. This person willtendt()'f~l!l1

it again and again, until and unless the fOUrth
stage is reached, called the enlightenmertt
stage. In this stage, the couple realiteethe
need to get help for their problem. ThiSi$the
hard work stage. In the first three. the focus
was always on the other person. In this stage,
as well as the fifth, the focus shifts toselt.ln the
enlight$Flment stage, awareness of separate
identities begins. The· person begins to see
himself or herself as a separate'''1'OI~iflj;fi..
vidual, apart from others in his or harlife. The
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person begin!:! to work on personal "character
defects". The important thing is that the indi
dual is taking responsibilitY for self, in contrast
to blaming the partner. This is a long process,
butW~le. This is the stage where the re
lationship begins to improve, and the improve
ment occurs almost from the time when the
COI,lpie admits to having problems.•,Th,last
stage()ffers the most hope, and ifreached,the
cOt.lple has a good chance of,making the're..
lationship last. There are problems. buHt
stems they solve them more quickly. Thit;is
catledthe mutual respect stage. Problems are
no Jonger denied or postpOned., ThecC>upie
tries to solve them together for theirmUtltai
benefit, and for that of their relationship
(Schroeder, 1980).

It woUldbe ideal if a couple could gOt~r~h
the same five stages together, bufifctoesn'fal..
ways happen. Some people are caught in the
repetitive trap. Others make it to stage five.
and still others go through the last twC>stages
atone, interrupting the repetitivecycfe, and al~

10000ng growth to occur, before considering t~e

establishment of a new relationship. There are
some'who prefer to establish no relationship!
They are rightly cautious about giving up their
newly acquired self-image and sense of secu
rity as the price for the obviously risky vefltlJre
of trying to have a successful relationship.
These people need more time for growth.
SOme remain single. The important point is
thateac:h person should establish what is right
forhim or her, individually.

Whether two alcoholics should marry or not
iShOtthe question. The fact is, they do.Prepa
ration and education are seen as necessary
sineeso much depends on the weli-belngo1
each.
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Contemporary Family: Reporduetlon,
'PrCiKluetlon and Consumption

Althc)ughthe private sphere of the home and
farnlly>a.ppears separate from the social world
of c6rnril()ditY production, work occurs in'the
home that 1) is essential to production in the
ma.rketplace, 2) reinforces a sexual division of
labortha.t subordinates women to men both in
family and in jobs outside the home, and 3) in
tensifies psychological strian among family
members.

With the near annihilation of community and
family services enacted during Reagan's ad
miniStration, along with the monumental in
creaseil'l defense spending and development
of nuclear weapons, we need, more than ever,
to reevauate our priorities. We must find ways
tointergrate our public and private lives so that
the va.lues we say we cherish, more than the
reified ideologies we cling to, can find new
fotl'l'ls c)f'social expression. Rather than fearful
attem()ts'to defend a family system whose
humaniStic influences are constrained and in
manyw~ys distorted into their opposites, we
must preserve the relations we value by trans
forming'them to promote equality and love
amc>ngwomen, children, and men.


